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Overview

We can build software agents to perform a wide variety of useful information
gathering and monitoring tasks on the Web [1]. For example, in the travel do-
main, we can construct agents to notify you of flight delays in real time, monitor
for schedule and price changes, and even send a fax to a hotel if your flight is
delayed to ensure that your hotel room will not be given away [2,3].

To perform each of these tasks, an agent is given a plan and its needs to
be able to efficiently execute this plan. In the Web environment, sources can be
quite slow and the latencies of the sources are also unpredictable since they can
be caused by heavy loads on both servers and networks. Since the primary bot-
tleneck of most agent plans on the web is retrieving data from online sources, an
agent should execute information requests as early as possible. To address these
issues, we have developed a streaming dataflow language and executor, called
Theseus [4], which is optimized for the Web environment in three ways. First,
since the executor is based on a dataflow paradigm, actions are executed as soon
as the data becomes available. Second, Theseus performs the actions in a plan
in separate threads, so they can be run asynchronously and in parallel. Third,
the system streams the output from one action to the next so that sequential
operations can be executed in parallel.

Theseus is similar to network query engines, such as Telegraph [5] or Tuk-
wila [6], in that they are also streaming dataflow execution systems. However,
the network query engines focus on the efficient execution of XML queries, while
Theseus provides an expressive language for expressing information gathering
and monitoring plans. The Theseus language supports capabilities that go be-
yond network query engines in that it supports recursion, notification operations,
and writing and reading from databases to support monitoring tasks.

We developed an approach to increase the potential parallelism in a stream-
ing dataflow execution system. This optimization technique, called speculative
execution [7,8], predicts the results of an operation based on data and patterns
that it has seen in the past. The predicted results can then be used to specu-
late about the operations that will need to be performed later in the plan. The
system decides where to speculate by analyzing a plan and determining the crit-
ical paths. On these paths it then inserts a “speculate” operation, which uses
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input to earlier operations to predict the input to later operations. The system
also inserts a “confirm” operation, which ensures that the final result is cor-
rect regardless of whether the prediction is correct. This approach to optimizing
streaming dataflow plans can achieve arbitrary speedups by speculating on the
speculations. If the system is able to make accurate predictions, the executor
could speculate on all of the input, execute the entire plan in parallel, and then
confirm all of the results.

The effectiveness of the speculation technique depends on making accurate
predictions. We have developed a learning system that combines caching, classifi-
cation, and transduction to learn value predictors [9]. The system uses transducer
learning to discover patterns in Web navigation paths, decision tree learning to
make predictions on similar inputs, and caching when the first two learning
methods are not applicable. Our experiments on a number of real-world exam-
ples show that learning the value predictors for speculative execution can provide
significant performance improvements over the same plans without any learning.
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